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FeganScott’s founding partner and managing member Elizabeth A. Fegan was recently

named to the to the Chicago Lawyer and Chicago Daily Law Bulletin’s Top 50 Women in

Law Awards and to the 2021 Lawdragon 500 Leading Plaintiff Consumer Lawyer guide.

Recognized for her mentorship and promotion of women in the profession, the Top 50

Women in Law Award highlights Fegan’s success in the legal community as an example

of leadership.

Lawdragon’s annual guide offers a curated list of attorneys who are notable for their

experience, results and impact on the legal community. This is the third year Fegan has

received an honor in the plaintiff consumer category – a distinction that is only awarded

to the top 500 attorneys in each category throughout the country.

“It is always an honor to be recognized among colleagues as we work to improve the

lives of our clients and effect large-scale change,” said Fegan. “I consider it a privilege to

represent clients who are standing up against injustice, and it’s encouraging to see so

many attorneys recognized for this shared commitment.”

Fegan leads the firm on major cases surrounding sexual abuse, consumer fraud and data

privacy violations, including cases against TikTok, the makers of Roundup and Zantac,

and the NCAA. Recently, the firm filed a federal class action lawsuit filed against an

Illinois charity, claiming the organization is profiting by pulling Kenyan children from their

families to be marketed as orphans to well-meaning American donors.

Passionate about supporting victims of sexual assault, abuse and harassment, Fegan also

served as co-lead counsel in the class action lawsuit against Harvey Weinstein and in

several class actions that seek to advocate for survivors of systemic sexual abuse.

Fegan co-founded FeganScott in 2019, creating the national class-action law firm that

serves as a powerful ally for survivors, consumers and small businesses. Collectively, the

firm’s attorneys have successfully recovered $1 billion for clients nationwide.
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“These awards are a testament to the dedication and commitment of our firm as a whole,

and I am honored to represent our work,” added Fegan.

Evaluated by the Chicago Daily Law Bulletin & Chicago Lawyer Women’s Advisory Board

and chosen by the CDLB & CL selection committee, Fegan’s nomination comes as part of

the second annual iteration of the Top 50 Women in Law award.

Lawdragon uses a combination of peer nomination, journalistic research and editorial

vetting to curate the list of honorees in each category. Being listed among Lawdragon’s

500 denotes the wider influence of attorneys’ work, legal approach, and arguments.

 

About FeganScott

FeganScott is a national class action law firm dedicated to helping victims of consumer

fraud, sexual abuse, and discrimination. The firm is championed by acclaimed veteran,

class action attorneys who have successfully recovered $1 billion for victims nationwide.

FeganScott is committed to pursuing successful outcomes with integrity and excellence

while holding the responsible parties accountable.
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